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Gold Coast City Gallery 3 April–10 May 2010. This publication and exhibition has
been developed in partnership between Queensland College of Art and
Gold Coast City Gallery.

foreword

introduction

One of the most rewarding things about
a relationship that develops with a learning
institution is the range of individuals that
participate in the development of that
relationship. Over the years we have
come to know and enjoy the work of
many students and staff who have invigorated
the Queensland College of Art (QCA) Gold
Coast Campus.

Flying Colours celebrates a long standing
relationship between the Gold Coast City
Gallery and Griffith University and marks
the tenth year of Queensland College of Art
(QCA) Graduate Exhibitions at the Gold Coast
City Gallery (GCCG). Flying Colours presents
six artists with national reputations who have
benefited from their experience of studying and
living on the Gold Coast.

As a regional gallery facing the challenge
of engaging the community in the visual
arts, the presence of a tertiary institution
in that community offering a depth of
learning possibility is something we have
embraced wholeheartedly. From the simple
act of staging a graduate exhibition each year
we have expanded our relationship with
the College to develop a significant two
way exchange.

The Gold Coast is often seen as a location to
pass through, a place of collective national
memory, cliché and transience. Famous for
its trashy motels and for pioneering the first
bikini in Australia, the Gold Coast is now one
of the fastest growing educational centres in
Australia. The Gold Coast offers proximity to
some of the country’s most spectacular natural
environments from Byron Bay, the Gold Coast
Hinterland, Moreton Bay and Noosa as well as
Brisbane and the growing cultural precincts of
South Bank including the new Gallery of Modern
Art. Perhaps it is not surprising that four of the
artists remain on the Gold Coast and that none
have moved further than the Sunshine Coast.

The closeness of our relationship with QCA
is manifest in many ways. Two of the alumni
being celebrated here have been employed by
the Gallery and all of them have participated
in exhibitions and events well beyond their
years of study. This has come about from
an ongoing enthusiasm for both the College
and the Gallery to gain as much as possible
out of our relationship. From the Gallery’s
perspective we have thoroughly enjoyed
seeing students graduate with a clear
and
uncompromised
understanding
of
who we are and what we do, which is
what has allowed for enhanced continuing
collaboration. It is to the credit of the
College and in particular the staff who have
fostered and encouraged this open and
unfettered connection.
Undoubtedly one of the reasons for QCA’s
success has been the engagement of practicing
artists as teachers and mentors who have
developed such a solid and grounded response
in students. In this particular instance we

are delighted to see Marian Drew and
Donna Marcus take on the role of Curator
as well, bringing with them the knowledge
and experience of the celebrated and successful
practicing artists that they are.
We are delighted to join in the celebration of
these six artists who have continued to embrace
opportunity and develop their careers to a level
of which we are all proud.
John Walsh
Gallery Manager
Gold Coast City Gallery

Abbey McCulloch
Carmen (2010)
Oil on canvas
1200 x 900

We narrowed our selection to artists who had
studied in the first three years of the program
and were struck by the impressive line-up which
included Corinne Colbert aka Doktor Frock,
Daniel Sala, Marta Kawka, Emma Theyers, Linda
Ault, Mandana Mapar, Lucien Rickkard and Nick
Batchelor. The final selection of artists in this
exhibition spans a period of time that covers
the durational relationship between both the
Gold Coast Gallery and Griffith University from
Michael Zavros who studied art electives on
the Gold Coast prior to the establishment of
a QCA degree program to Abbey McCulloch, a
representative of the more recently established
visual art post-graduate program. Victoria
Reichelt, Chris Bennie, Mari Hirata and Virginia
Miller all studied in the first three years of the
new degree program. This emphasis on early
students allows time to contribute to the
measured success of a program.
In curating this show we have selected six
artists, whose collective years of practice
shadows Griffith’s own presence on the Gold
Coast. All of these artists maintain strong

artistic practice and manage to develop
careers exhibiting nationally and even
internationally while remaining resident in
South East Queensland. It was also important
to present an adequate number of works in
the exhibition by each artist to create a cogent
experience for the viewer and a manageable
exhibition for the space. This view provides
a mere snapshot of the successful outcomes
of the program.
The work of these six artists reflects the
interdisciplinary program of QCA, Gold Coast
and includes photography, painting, video and
installation works and offers relevant dialogue
when seen in the context of the Gold Coast
locale as well as nationally and internationally.
Their work individually and as a group is
compelling and inventive and has been shown at
the Gallery of Modern Art, Brisbane; Museum
of Contemporary Art, Sydney; Art Gallery of
New South Wales; the Australian Contemporary
Centre for Art, Melbourne and many other
public and private galleries. They enrich the
dialogue of Australian visual arts through
their idiosyncratic practices and strengthen
the cultural landscape of the community that
nurtured them.
Perhaps the unsung heroes in this narrative
however, are the artists who taught the artists,
working as part-time lecturers in the fledgling
Gold Coast program. Gifted teachers like Bruce
Reynolds and Lani Weedon contributed over
ten highly influential years to the program
while Jenny Watson, Maurice Ortego, Colin
Reaney and Robert Moore offered significant
and valuable guidance and perspective. Before
them, James Guppy, Mona Ryder, Steven
Carson and Joe Furlonger taught intermittently
in the School of Arts, in Arts and Education
degree programs. These artists have provided
professional, successful and diverse role models
for students living locally, showing nationally and
internationally, responding to local vernaculars
and sustaining lifelong commitments to practice.
Universities need to make supportive linkages
with industry and community. Griffith
University and the GCCG have had a productive
and symbiotic relationship since 1991. National

and international artists, curators and writers
were presented through a lecture program
established by previous gallery director Fran
Cummings that became a collaborative project
between both institutions. With the ongoing
support of current GCCG Manager, John Walsh,
lecture programs, artists talks, conferences and
exhibitions have supported QCA educational
programs, complimenting and supporting
thorough professional practice activities and
the annual Graduate Exhibition at GCCG. Over
the years, students have benefited from the
expert guidance, energy and dedication of art
curators Alison Kubler, Tracey Cooper, Brett
Addlington, Sandra Warner and Virginia Rigney.
We have been delighted to join with Virginia
Rigney as the curatorial team for Flying Colours.
Other Benefactors and Gallerists who have
supported Gold Coast cultural development
significantly over this period are Wyn Schubert,
Pat Corrigan, Lorraine Pilgrim and Thornquest
Gallery. The role of private collectors and gallery
owners is the social and economic backbone of
visual art professional practice and these and
many other local artists have benefited from
these particular individuals’ vision and support.
It is our expectation that this exhibition is
only Part One in a story that is still unfolding
and we aim for more exhibitions to follow
that reveal the depth of contemporary art
in this region.
There have been many generous people vital to
the cultural development of this region in the
last decade, and David Broker, now Director,
Canberra Contemporary Art Space, deserves
our gratitude not only for his insightful essay
but for his enthusiastic support of the students
work over many years.
We would like to particularly thank Chris Bennie,
Mari Hirata, Abbey McCulloch, Virginia Miller,
Victoria Reichelt and Michael Zavros for their
enthusiasm, goodwill and professionalism in
their participation of this project.
Marian Drew and Donna Marcus

paradise imperfect
It is no secret that I have a soft spot for the
Gold Coast. A 56 kilometre strip of holiday
atmosphere that climaxes in the city of
Surfers Paradise, it promises much more than
it delivers, and yet its eager visitors are easily
seduced by Australia’s equivalent to a city of
dreams. Distancing itself from the drudgery
of everyday life, reality can be momentarily
suspended and escapism is not only
encouraged but also essential. For the artists
who have worked in this area, however, it is
simply a regional city, albeit unlike any other.
A world famous skyline, sun, sea, sand, surf
and shopping are of little assistance when one
is developing and maintaining a career on the
competitive playing field of visual arts. While
not all of the Flying Colours crew is currently
based on the Coast none have strayed far,
and all, at some time, have called this eclectic
slice of paradise imperfect home.
From the outset Abbey McCulloch explored
aspects of Surfers’ beach culture and,
as Jacqueline Houghton wrote in a Schubert
Contemporary press release, the “doeeyed” women in her paintings are to some
extent based on observations of ‘…the selfconscious bravado of nymphets venturing
out into the “culturally uninhibited” lifestyle
of its beaches, nightclubs and shopping
malls’[1]. While the saucer eyes remain
intact, the colours of McCulloch’s new series
Cabin Fever (2010) are slightly less opaque
and the gait of the subjects more resolute.
Her use of colour, that defies the natural world,
is the foundation of an individual painting
style that is unapologetically anchored
in artifice. Ostensibly ingenuous references
to comic book styles of illustration, advertising
and fashion photography challenge the
senses, along with McCulloch’s incongruous
expressionism and a clear mastery of

her media. Reveling in the disintegration
of established notions of high and popular
culture, she seems oblivious to issues of
convention and questions of taste.

determinedly fly perilously close to escapism,
she purposefully imbues them with a sense
of energy and vibrancy resulting from the
impression of spontaneity.

As most visitors to the Gold Coast these
days arrive by air, it seems appropriate
that McCulloch should invoke a schoolgirl
s fascination with the “air hostess” and the
Golden Age of flight (from the 1940s to
the 1980s). Drawing upon common public
perceptions of flight attendants, she has
embarked on a series of paintings that operate
on a level of pure fantasy and unadulterated
exotica. The women, who once represented a
sense of freedom, adventure and allure, the
unflappable flappers of the sky, are presented
through “portraits” that explode onto the
canvas with an unsettling mutant clamour.
This is, in part, the result of the ongoing
influence of the Japanese cult of cuteness
(kawaii) that has inspired popular cultural
icons, like Pokemon and Hello Kitty, as well as
the practices of artists like Takashi Murakami
and Mika Ninagawa. While Japanese artists
might be the masters of kawaii, it can be a
concept easily lost in translation, unless one
is based on the Gold Coast, a glittering lure
for the Japanese tourist.

The romance of the beach and notions of
glamour lie obliquely at the heart of Mari
Hirata’s work. Discarded white wedding
shoes of Japanese beach brides accidentally
became a bona fide medium for Hirata, who
was born in Japan and grew up on the Gold
Coast. Working as a translator and wedding
guide she tells of the discomfort experienced
by newly weds wearing hired heels on the
sand and how the shoes required constant
replacement. As a result, when the time for
change arrived Hirata “inherited” 70 pairs of
used shoes with, at the time, little idea of
how they might be employed.

For her latest flight of fancy, McCulloch’s
hostesses reveal vestiges of the classic
uniform as she presents them not only with
avian features but also props in the form of
parrots, arguably the world’s most exotic
bird life. Others have masks hiding identities,
thereby generating a generic sense of
mystery to the romance of the air. An acute
blend of exaggeration and a potent personal
imprint highlight the make-believe glamour
that has always been afforded to aerial
service. While McCulloch’s dreamy canvases

Although Hirata’s work is essentially
photographic she does not necessarily
consider herself to be a photographer. Her
first work with the shoes, White Shoes,
between 2001 and 2004, deal with
‘… the process of collecting, installing and
documenting objects of the same, multiplied
components’ [2]. With a strong sense of
design, she set about organising her cache
in the natural environment where, even
without the brides, they maintained their air
of inappropriateness across diverse settings.
White shoes in the sand, on the rocks or in
the bush made for surreal images that shifted
the audience’s view of traditional landscape
through the subversive collusion of the
natural and artificial. Nature was not the
only experimental ground for Hirata’s media,
however, and early in the piece she also tested
the shoes in domestic environments, such as
the kitchen, the dining room and hanging out
to dry on the Hill’s hoist. Ironically, given what

might be considered as their transitional role
on the road to domesticity through marriage,
they continued to emit an air of awkwardness.
For Sacred Ties (2007) Hirata placed the
shoes into “sets” where they could explore
notions of womanhood and generational
bonds between mother and daughter. Also a
way of investigating and acknowledging her
Japanese heritage, each work in this series
marks the stages of a woman’s life, focusing
on symbolic gestures that describe Hirata’s
struggle to reconcile her engagement with
vastly differing Australian/Japanese cultures
and the strange ways these have connected
in Surfers Paradise (particularly). In a series
that goes well beyond visual experimentation,
the shoes become a metaphor for the artist,
her mother, her grandmother and perhaps,
in the future, even her own children. At this
point it would seem that the shoes no longer
represent form but rather have become
emotional receptacles that inherently cross
cultures and appear to give decisive form to
the difficult issues of being a familiar stranger
in a strange land.
Just when it seemed there was nothing more
Hirata could do with shoes, came her return
to formal experimentation with a continuing
emphasis on things Japanese. In Katsu
Katachi (2009) the shoes were arranged
to resemble flora and skeletal creatures.
Then, in Shadowplay (2010) she replaces
the miniature ornamental glass shoes used
for Revelations 2.0, (2009) with transparent
plastic ones, perfect for the production
of photograms, with a psychological bent.
These works stem from the Rorschach
or inkblot test used to reveal random
issues of consciousness, perception and
interpersonal responses.

With dense conceptual references to
modernism and Mondrian, Victoria Reichelt’s
figurative paintings have abstract leanings.
As a painter, with a photographic sensibility,
a complex language of detail has driven her
work, much of which celebrates the “beauty
of obsolescence.” Fastidious images of
defunct machinery, such as cameras, have
produced an acute sense of nostalgia that
reflects Roland Barthes’ view of photographs
as “melancholy objects” or the memorialised
objects of mourning. With these paintings
Reichelt also raises an interesting (art)
historical issue that stems from ideas of
redundancy: representing cameras with such
sharpness she neutralises the technological
prowess of machines that once seemed to
threaten the future of painting itself.
Having established the triumph of painting,
Reichelt turns her attention to the book.
Her most recent images of falling books
contain a developmental shift from Spectrum
(2009), paintings of bookcases structured
to reflect Mondrian’s grid. In each work the
books are separated into “colour fields”,
largely but not entirely, orange, yellow, red
and blue. From a distance colour is what the
audience sees, while in close up, structure
and detail add a diversionary element in
which individual books themselves become
the objects of interest outside the frame.
Reichelt’s intense focus (of colour and
detail) again asserts that the passing of
everyday objects is a matter of considerable
significance. Thus her paintings are active on
two levels: the first view being dominated
by her extraordinary sense of colour and
form; and the second, an obsession with
detail. Individual book titles and distinctive
recognisable graphics provide poignancy to
pictures of another species threatened by
the onward march of technology.

At the time of writing this essay the Mac
iPad was introduced onto the market, hailing
a global business move that might change
the nature of reading. Although only time
will tell, technological advancements provide
a context for Reichelt’s newest paintings
that may not have originally been an issue.
With this in mind, the falling books are much
more than stills, depicting a strange shower
of beautiful “has beens”; they might also
represent the fall, the end of an era. Books
without titles, where only small amounts of
text are visible among blank pages, suggest
that history is yet to be written and, for
Reichelt, paint is both the medium and text
she uses for an ongoing commentary on the
rise and fall of new technologies.
While advertising often aspires to beauty it
is rare (if at all) that it functions to do little
more than attract attention. Over many years
the ubiquitous imagery of consumerism has
pervaded Michael Zavros’s practice and, as a
result, he has produced an ongoing critique,
at the centre of which lie some important
observations on the elusive nature of beauty.
Paint, or more accurately the “authority
and permanence of the painting”, enables
Zavros to strip the appropriated image of
its exclusive commercial intention. Ten years
ago, when Zavros focused on images that
might be straight from the pages of GQ
Magazine, he concentrated on the details of
male couture, suits, ties, belts and many now
familiar paintings of footwear. The seductive
power of his paintings was, at times,
perplexing. In the context of his enduring
presence, however, a clear picture emerges.
As palatial interiors, deluxe car studies,
thoroughbred horses and peacocks began to
appear, it also became evident that Zavros

worked in a difficult zone that questioned
the human interface with issues of beauty
and, more importantly, its shaky alliance with
aspiration. Growing up on the Gold Coast
it is impossible to imagine that he was not
somehow influenced at the designer end
of the Surfers Paradise shopping centre
and yet this could only, at best, provide
cheap inspiration (if not products). To fully
understand Zavros, therefore, it is necessary
to consider his practice broadly, to imagine
that ultimately the emphasis is not on beauty
but rather on desire and its consequences.
Even though the contamination of advertising
is removed from his works, Zavros’s highly
refined sensibility and his persuasive
methodology paradoxically paves the way
for an unflattering view of contemporary
culture in which the obsessive acquisition
of “shiny objects” becomes the sole reflector
of success. While he may refer to notions
of beauty constructed over many centuries,
his lavish interiors are ultimately empty
vessels devoid of humanity, his references
to haute couture are faceless, and the
spectacular cultivated gardens, bleak. In this
new world Beauty is synonymous with
decadence and disaffection.
Zavros’s ability to saturate the images of
popular culture with an air of classicism is
abundantly evident in V12 Narcissus (2009), a
painting that he refers to as, “a double portrait
that references my broader practice” [3].
Here Zavros inserts himself into the role
of Narcissus, and the pool, in which the
mythological character was consumed by his
own beauty, is a V12 Mercedes. Occasional
appearances in his work should not necessarily
be understood as self-portraiture but rather
as a meta-level of commentary. In this way
he suggests that he is by no means immune
from the modern malaise that permeates his
practice. The Merc, and all that its stands
for as a status symbol and an emblem of
high end mass consumption, is as much the
subject as Zavros and, in fact, the audience.

Like the macabre heads of hunted animals
that have featured in his work and personal
collection the Mercedes is a trophy, as in fact
are Zavros’s paintings nowadays. And so the
resonant web of complex irony that began to
emerge from his nascent practice ten years
ago continues to consolidate and intensify.
Chris Bennie works in a very different zone
of paradox. Concentrating on his immediate
surroundings, he dredges the banal territory
of everyday life where nothing of particular
significance happens. The content of his
videos, both short and long, attempts to
represent those things we think of as ordinary
as extraordinary (and perhaps vice versa). In
this two way street with few road markings,
flexibility is the key to understanding a
common philosophical problem that questions
the paradoxical nature of what claims to be
interesting. While all that moves into Bennie’s
line of sight should, at very best, be of minor
interest, the act of documentation and his
use of the technological tools of spectacle
suggest the opposite. It is a problem with
repercussions that resonate far beyond
the actual video in that the audience is
automatically compelled to question the
content and their engagement with it.
Ultimately, however, Bennie’s content is
irrelevant. What is important is the
conundrum that is generated by the work
and exists outside the frame. As he presents
mundane personal moments, such as dancing
in the lounge, a Gold Coast Street scene,
an encounter with cows or a road trip
along a lonely country road, he deliberately
problematises notions of appreciation and
interpretation. Art is by nature a spectacle
of sorts in that few people visit galleries
intent on the experience of mind-numbing
boredom, even if this is often the case.
Thus Bennie places himself in a no-win
situation where the success of the work
with its anti-aesthetic might be gauged by
the fact that no one wants to see it.

Unfortunately, however, many commentators
speak of how they understand Bennie
simply because his work relates to common
experiences that are less about ennui and
more about being “lost in a moment.”
Ironically, therefore, Bennie’s generous
offer of “too much information” makes the
audience privy to details of his quotidian
existence (or his partner and his dog), and
produces a result that is curiously fascinating.

body itself. With this broad sweep in mind,
an overview of Miller’s practice takes a
very physical turn. The history of threedimensional works that play with ideas of
perception, and two dimensional pieces
that highlight the physical properties of her
materials and how these change in varying
contexts, her recent work is situated in a
transitional zone where the physical matter is
disintegrated by the ways in which it is seen.

Our Communication Recorded (2006) is a
video recorded in Bennie’s backyard. Only
slightly more engaging than watching paint
dry, this work concerns a white sheet pegged
to a Hill’s Hoist. It is a typical Australian scene
in a typical Brisbane yard and, as such, it
contains nothing new or nothing we have not
seen before. Aiming to record that which is
commonly experienced but overlooked, this
work is classic Bennie and arguably one of his
most successful attempts to bleed the work
of action. A breeze provides the only relief
as attention fixes on the gentle billowing
of white fabric. By contrast Wee Sunset
(2009) employs the setting sun, sometimes
spectacular, but more often one of art’s
most familiar clichés, as a backdrop for the
most ordinary act of urination. There is an
element of outrageous humour in this piece
as awareness of what is actually happening
grows, however, one is quickly returned
to an understanding that this is, again,
merely another episode in the ordinary life
of Chris Bennie.

Horizon Deficit Syndrome (2009), a series
of photographic works on aluminum panels,
deals with a phenomenon common to urban
environments, one that results from a lack
of open spaces, where the horizon line is
seen only in glimpses, if at all. Miller’s work
within this claustrophobic area of glass and
steel is particularly relevant to the dense
placement of buildings on the Gold Coast.
The architectural monoliths of containment
that can be seen in a panoramic view from
Miller’s balcony provide the literal material
for what, in keeping with her previous work,
will finally be about what we see and perhaps
feel, in this zone of solid mass. Here amongst
the glass towers is a superficial layer of
reflection that further distorts any sense of
horizon. Although Miller presents the idea of
a horizon deficit as a problem she is also well
aware of the strange beauty that exists in
this intangible clash of massive architectural
forms. Miller’s images, based as they are on
solid form, are a perceptual meeting point at
which the ricocheting reflections of buildings
merge into single images that, on the one
hand, thoroughly deconstruct any sense of
horizon related bearing and, on the other,
open extraordinary views of the surrounding
environment. This alternative film of visual
material she refers to as “a magical, infinite,
transient, virtual space that is only accessible
through reflections” [5].

Finding depth in the shallows of the everyday
takes a more literal turn in Virginia Miller’s
work. Her use of common packing materials,
such as plastic wrapping and polystyrene, is
symbolic of a much wider issue in modern
life, and Miller talks about how nowadays
so much is packaged, from “identities, ideas,
policies, land, holidays, salaries, insurance
to spa treatments and steak knives” [4]. The
packaging metaphor is extended to include
the buildings we occupy and the human

Monumental Folly (2010) follows closely and
expands directions taken in Horizon Deficit
Syndrome. Building her own horizon free

environment from pure white polystyrene
blocks, she constructs a container of waste
that conceptually connects the work to the
objects of its critique. Extending previous
metaphors, Miller explores the packaging
of art works for gallery presentation with
a sculptural frame that contains positive
transparencies that reference the actual
reflections central to her original studies of
horizon deficit. The complexity of her ideas
is given form through works that draw upon
an ever-increasing number of visual forces,
captured in the act of collision and collusion.
A victim of its own publicity, the Gold Coast is
always preceded by its own mythology. Ever
higher, new glass towers rise from vomitstained footpaths where Louis Vuitton and
Prada sit uncomfortably with tawdry souvenir
shops, the smell of kebabs and sweat. Like
any city where the major industry is pleasure,
Surfers Paradise has a dark side, vividly
represented in its role as a rites of passage
site for thousands of young Australians who
venture on the annual drunken “schoolies”
pilgrimage, to emerge at the very least with
adult hangovers. Living up to a name like
Paradise might well be fraught with difficulty
and Surfers, like the Australian identity,
is under constant reconstruction. As the
capital of Aussie kitsch it has provided a
wealth of material for critical artists who
wish to enter its dense web of cliché and
contradiction. What distinguishes Flying
Colours is that, while traces of coastal culture
are inevitably evident, the six participating
artists have all but avoided the facile side
of their loaded location.
Where fantasy rules supreme, however,
disappointment and cynicism are never
far behind. As a result, there are many
challenges for artists working between
negative and positive states of unreality
and thus the varying levels of success that
all of these artists have achieved is all the
more impressive. In a personal sense Flying

Colours is about return and reconnection–
with artists whom I have had intermittent
contact with over a period of 10 years–and
naturally it has been a matter of significant
satisfaction to know that all have developed
unique and innovative practices in the
shadows of Surfers’ imposing facade. In the
city that stakes an ambit symbolic claim
on the Australian psyche, gaining national
and international recognition continues
to be elusive for those with earnest and
grounded cultural concerns. Flying Colours
brings together a group of artists who have
achieved such recognition and who will
undoubtedly feel there is still a long road to
travel. Basking in the positive airs of Paradise,
however, is an exciting place to start.
David Broker
Director
Canberra Contemporary Art Space

Notes:
[1] Jacqueline Houghton, Schubert
Contemporary Press Release, Abbey McCulloch
The Penny Drops March 2007 http://www.
schubertcontemporary.com.au/Contemporary/
McCulloch_Abbey/Ex_2007/
[2] Mari Hirata http://www.marihirata.com/
gallery.html
[3] Michael Zavros artist’s statement
[4] Virginia Miller artist’s statement
[5] ibid.

cultural context and art practice
on the Gold Coast 2000–2010

Mari Hirata
Blue Cliff (2007)
MIRVAC Billboard Project,
Yarra’s Edge Urban Art program,
Tower 1 Docklands, Melbourne

The cultural life of cities is often now
measured or represented by a barrage of
statistics and comparisons. The big trends
are studied and reports commissioned,
identifying a strategy for cultural tourism,
the depth of creative industries, and the
potential for a city to attract the Holy Grail
type—the Creative Class[1]. The Gold Coast,
perhaps a little anxiously, given the way in
which it is popularly maligned as a place of
little culture, has been a city eager to capture
such information about itself.

The almost fantastical allure of both the
natural and constructed landscapes remain
defining images for the over 10 million annual
visitors, yet, internally for the residents,
such identities are less important and have
become absorbed into their regular pattern
of daily life. Doing the worlds—Sea, Dream,
Movie and Water—might be a “once in a
lifetime experience” for a visiting family on
holiday, but local residents can obtain a 12
month pass for the cost of two visits and so
suspend disbelief any day of the week.

The findings actually look pretty good. The
numbers of people employed in creative
industries was conservatively estimated
at 4,100, and they generate an output to
the value of $673 million per annum[2]. The
largest contributor within this is the Film,
Television and Software design segment,
but Architecture, Visual Arts and Design
contribute a healthy $41 million to the city’s
value added or net output.

While elements of the experience of this city
lurk within the thinking of the artists in Flying
Colours, actually making artwork about this
place is not what they choose to explore
within their maturing practice. Previously,
artwork of national significance made on
the Gold Coast, was largely by visiting
artists. Albert Tucker, Fred Williams, Charles
Blackman, Donald Friend, John Molvig and
Margaret Olley spent short periods of time
here, and they tended to make work about
the place they found. Joe Furlonger lived
here in the 1980s and completed a cycle of
lithographs and paintings of figures on the
beach that referenced both the art historical
cannon of Manet and Picasso and the fluid
life of the playground city. He and Ian Smith
were later commissioned as Indy Artists in
residence in the early 90s.

Valuable as they are in allowing us to
compare and to measure, such statistics tell
only a limited part of the story of the cultural
experience of the city—the experience which
has shaped the six artists in Flying Colours.
They belong to the first generation of artists
to have received their tertiary education in
this city, and their individual pathways over
the past 10 years have coincided with an
extraordinary period of growth and change[3].
Now, as the nation’s largest non-capital city,
the Gold Coast has emerged with a much
more diversified economy than that tied
to its more traditional role as one of the
worlds’ great playground cities, with strong
growth in the education, retail, health,
marine and property development sectors.
Transport links have improved; with a
60 minute commute one way to Brisbane
via the motorway or train, and the same
going south by road to the cultural hub of
Bryon Bay. The airport has expanded and
now teams from three sporting codes play
in national competitions.

William Robinson established a studio in
the Springbrook rainforest area of the Gold
Coast Hinterland in the late 1980s and went
on to produce his magisterial works of the
rainforest there over the next decade. Scott
Redford is the first artist to have grown up
here and to have developed a major body of
work about the Gold Coast, and his art, with
its recognition of the conceptual and banal,
the beauty and the pastiche interwoven with
personal memory, is iconic. The Gold Coast
beach landscape also features in the recent
video installation work, Cantchant by Vernon
Ah Kee, which was seen by the world at the

Venice Biennale in 2009. In photography,
Trent Parke has made an ongoing series of
work about Surfers Paradise and this, too, has
been exhibited internationally.
Redford was invited to give one of the first
guest lectures on the Gold Coast Campus
in 1991 to Education students who were
doing art electives, but when he left Miami
High School in the late 70s, there were few
tertiary education opportunities on the Gold
Coast and, like most of his generation who
sought something more, leaving the Coast
for Brisbane—or better—Sydney, was the
inevitable option.
When the campus of Griffith University on
the Gold Coast opened, and the Queensland
College of Art became part of that structure,
it still felt, in a way, removed from the city. As
had been the philosophy behind the design of
the original Griffith Campus at Nathan, the
integration with the natural environment was
seen as a distinctive design approach and the
buildings were ringed by dense bush. Over
the last 10 years the city has grown to meet
the campus with a connecting motorway,
footbridge, the Gold Coast University
Hospital under construction over the road,
and an urban village planned for the old
showground site next door.
This initial physical distance and lack of
visibility from the majority of the local
community, made establishing partnerships
to support the students in their education
of critical importance. The Gold Coast City
Gallery (GCCAG) has maintained close links
with the Queensland College of Art (QCA)
staff and students since the inception of the
Degree program, co- hosting, until recently,
a visiting lecture series, and continuing to
present the final year degree show. For the
first time, in 2009, works by a graduating
student were acquired for the city collection
under one of the collecting policies that
acquires works dealing with art made about

this local environment. The series of five
photographs by Anna Carey are a fresh
observation on the transitory charm of the
once prevalent motels and beach shacks that
dotted the coastline.

Notes:
[1] See Richard Florida The Rise of the Creative Class
and How It’s transforming Work, Leisure, Community
and Everyday life. 2002 Basic Books and the more
recently published Who’s Your City 2008 .
[2] SGS Economics and Planning. Gold Coast
Creative Industries Audit and Medium Term Strategy.
Commissioned by Gold Coast City Council 2007.
See also: Positive Solutions Gold Coast Cultural
Facilities Framework Commissioned by Gold Coast
City Council 2007.
[3] Michael Zavros could only study a few electives
when he came to the Gold Coast campus prior to
the establishment of specialist visual art and design
programs in 1995. Michael then went on to complete
his degree at the QCA campus in Brisbane.
[4] Marcus Westbury ‘Fluid Cities create’ Griffith
Review Edition 20 Cities on the Edge 2008 p2
2008 and Surfing the 60s – The emergence of Surf
Culture on the Gold Coast. In 2009 She curated
Michael Zavros The Good Son and produced an
accompanying exhibition film. She is also Chair of
the Curatorial Panel for the art+place program the
Queensland Government Fund for Public Art.

Such connections between institutions are,
however, only one element of the local art
world ecology that has nurtured the students
and graduates. Likening the complexity and
individuality of a cultural landscape to that
of the naturally diverse biological landscape
is a useful analogy, for artists, educators,
galleries, writers, patrons, sponsors, buyers
and audiences do not exist in isolation but can
both feed and sustain each other just as they
can be ignored and wither.
Despite, or perhaps in spite of cliché images
about the Coast, there has been a small yet
relatively thriving number of private galleries
that have operated here since the 1960s and,
for Zavros, Reichelt, Hirata and McCulloch,
their representation at Art Galleries Schubert
in the up-market retail precinct of Marina
Mirage, was a critical factor in their early
exposure and development. A steady stream
of wealthy guests from the adjacent luxury
hotels, strolling in relaxed holiday mode, came
into a gallery space stocked to the brim with
both blue chip and emerging artists, and this
positioning saw these artists actually receive
income for their work. They also benefited
from the buzz of opening nights, media
attention and a network of interested buyers,
both locally and nationally, who where eager
to see their careers develop.
Virginia Miller developed commercial gallery
experience through working for George
Petelin Gallery, which was established by
a long time QCA lecturer and operated
in Southport for just under three years.
A further legacy of that gallery was the
experience it gave another employee, Miriam
Arcilla, who went on to establish 19 Karen
with local business woman, Terri Lew in 2008.
The warehouse style space in an industrial
street behind Pacific Fair regularly exhibits
work by QCA graduates and generates a
lively atmosphere on opening nights. It has
even made it to the cover of the local white
pages for 2009. The Lorraine Pilgrim Gallery,
operating within the premises of the local
legal firm, Nyst Lawyers, also continues to
exhibit and support the work of graduates.

Anna Carey
No Vacancy (2009)

Anna Carey
Fantasy (2009)

Very early in their careers, however,
all of the artists have sought exposure
and engagement beyond their home
environment. Chris Bennie established MSSR
(Moreton Spare Room Project) from his old
Queenslander in New Farm, which became a
platform for presenting installation and video
work from not only locally based artists but
those with whom Bennie developed national
and international connections. Hirata,
Reichelt and McCulloch have gallerists who
represent them in Melbourne, and Zavros has
exhibited commercially in five states and has
participated in the Hong Kong Art Fair.
Local and National competitions are also part
of this art world ecology, though the potential
for angst and disappointment is always there,
alongside the lure of attention, debate and
monetary reward. In 2002 Victoria Reichelt
won the first Border Art Prize, an award for
local artists hosted in alternate years by
the GCCAG and Tweed River Gallery; she
recalled how much confidence this gave her
as a fledgling graduate. Chris Bennie’s video
Mothership was the first work in that medium
to be acquired by the GCCAG, when it was
selected in 2004 by the Gold Coast Art Prize
judge of that year, Elizabeth Ann McGreggor.

Mari Hirata won the 2007 Gold Coast Art
and Design Award, and Michael Zavros and
Abbey McCulloch have both been selected
for inclusion in the Archibald Prize. Zavros
also won both The Jacaranda and Kedumba
drawing prizes for his finely detailed charcoal
drawings. Just as this exhibition opens in
2010, Victoria Reichelt has been selected
for the Sulman Prize at the Art Gallery of
New South Wales.
Public Art has emerged as a significant
opportunity for artists to gain both exposure
and income, and Virginia Miller secured an
important commission while still studying at
QCA—to install a large series of photographic
panels over a number of floors within the
lift area of a major hospital development in
Brisbane. Such an installation related closely
to her studio practice with her concerns to
respond to the overwhelming presence of
the vertical built environment.
Mari Hirata’s work Blue Cliff was selected for
reproduction on a giant billboard next to the
Western distributor motorway in Melbourne;
the white shoes and blue sky making an
alluring vision for motorists flashing by in that
bleak urban landscape.

Returning to the language of economics,
this work is a heartening example of the
Gold Coast becoming an exporter of culture,
yet the obvious question to ask now is: how
might the next crop of graduates fare? and
is the city continuing to grow alongside
them in its support for culture and the arts?
As the graduates continue to spill out each
year, will they find the Gold Coast a fertile
place to stay and make work? Will they
remain just because it is cheaper and easier
to do so, or because they value the personal
relationships and beauty of the physical
environment that has moulded them,
and penetrate onto the national and
international stage through judicious virtual
connections and cheaper air-travel?
Since the establishment of the Queensland
College of Art Fine Art Course at Griffith
University on the Gold Coast 13 years ago,
there has been no other significant addition
to public infrastructure for the visual arts
on the Gold Coast. Given the huge increase
in overall population, and development in
so many other areas, perhaps we could
have expected to see a bubbling up of more
elements to sustain the local art ecology:
studio spaces, specialist fabricators, artist run

initiatives, blogs and digital studios. Big ticket
items, such as a stand alone City Gallery, is
also high on many lists of recommendations,
and is currently one of the elements offered
for public consideration by Gold Coast
City Council for the redevelopment of the
Evandale Cultural Precinct.
Yet, as Marcus Westbury, a leading catalyst
in the cultural reinvigoration of Newcastle,
argues persuasively in his recent essay for
Griffith Review, Fluid Cities Create, ‘A city
can’t build a culture any more than it can
build an idea…Cultures emerge from the
spontaneous, temporary nature of human
motivations, passions interactions and
enthusiasms. They often form in rebellion and
opposition, rather than by deliberation and
design’ [4]. The Newcastle model of creative
and flexible reuse of untenanted buildings by
emerging artists and arts organisations could
certainly have potential here in making use of
spaces that lie underutilised within the swings
and cycles of the Gold Coast property market.
However, it would be wrong to attempt to
replicate the new cool of the revamped laneway spaces of the 19th century cities, instead
we need to think creatively about how we
might use and re-use the unique qualities of

our residential high-rise landscape, the canal
estates, and the suburbs. Instead of largely
not engaging with the presence of 78,000
visitors on any given day, how might the local
visual arts sector gain more from the cities
pre-eminence as a tourist destination and,
how might it contribute to a shift in external
perceptions of the city as a place of lively
contemporary culture.
Official leadership and serious support from
a wide cross-section of government and
private philanthropy is now critical if the
city is to completely shrug off the tags of
cultural cringe and intolerance that continue
to hinder the growth and development of
local creative practice.
Demand, need and the opportunities for a
richer mix of art ecology are patently there.
You see all three wrapped up in evidence
in the work presented here by the six artists
of Flying Colours.

Virginia Rigney
Curator
Gold Coast City Gallery
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